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ne of my greatest pleasures as an
O
erstwhile Governor of the Falkland
Islands was to present an award to those
exceptional people who had made a real
difference to life in the Falklands beyond
the normal expectations of their job.
It was a privilege therefore to be able,
with special permission of the current
Governor, to present a Falkland Islands
award – the Queen’s Certiicate and
Badge of Honour – to our Association’s
own Hon. Secretary, Colin Wright during
a small family ceremony at his home in
Shrewsbury(see page 31). With typical
modesty, he accepted the award not
just for himself but also on behalf of the
Association and the principles which
it serves – the self-determination and
democratic freedom of the Falkland
Islanders.
By the time this Newsletter is
published, we should know the results
of the Labour Party leadership contest.
With his anti-austerity message, Jeremy
Corbyn MP has emerged as the frontrunner. Given his hard-left views, it is
right that his policy positions should
come under close scrutiny. We have
been fortunate since the 1982 conlict
that there has been strong crossparty support in Westminster for the
Falkland Islanders and for rejecting any
concession to Argentina on sovereignty.
But Jeremy Corbyn, if elected Labour
party leader, might just nudge the party
in a wholly unwelcome direction.
Corbyn has radical left-wing views on
many topics, not least on the Falklands.
As a Haringey Councillor, he was
strongly opposed to the despatch of the
Task Force in 1982 and called for the
immediate withdrawal of British troops.
He regarded the conlict as simply a
Tory plot to ‘keep their money-making
friends in business’ and as an attempt by
Mrs Thatcher to distract voters from the
economic woes caused by her domestic
policies. During the BBC’s ‘Daily Politics’
programme shortly before the Falkland
Islands referendum in 2013, Corbyn
went on the record to say there had to be
some other way forward than the status
quo, hinting at the possibility of joint

sovereignty without change in nationality.
Corbyn may dress this up as a
reasonable approach but, in so doing,
he totally ignores the wishes of the
Falkland Islanders and is politically
naïve in thinking that Argentina would
give up their long-term objective of a
full transfer of sovereignty. He has been
roundly and rightly condemned by those
who fought to liberate the Islanders from
illegal Argentine occupation. It is the job
of this Association - and of everyone
who supports the Falkland Islanders
– to make sure that this potential shift
in Labour Party policy does not gain
traction. After all, enabling the Falkland
Islanders to determine their own future
and to develop their own natural
resources in peace and stability with
little real impact on UK interests in South
America or at any signiicant cost to the
UK Exchequer cannot be bad policy. It
is certainly not ‘colonial’, as Corbyn has
implied.
On 25 October, Argentina will hold
elections for the Presidency, since
Cristina de Kirchner will have to stand
down in December. In the August
primaries, Daniel Scioli, Governor of the
Province of Buenos Aires and a loyal
supporter of the Kirchner regime, took a
clear lead with 38% of the vote against
the 30% of Mauricio Macri, Mayor of the
City of Buenos Aires, and the 21% of
Sergio Massa, who fell out with Cristina
de Kirchner after serving briely as her
head of Cabinet. To prevent a run-off
election in November, Scioli must gain
45% of the vote or 40% with a 10%
lead over his closest opponent. So far,
there is no sign of the two Opposition
candidates joining forces and, in a runoff, much would depend on how Massa’s
supporters would vote. Scioli looks the
more certain to win but it could be close
(see fuller analysis in the Association’s
website www.iassociation.com).
Scioli is likely to maintain the Kirchners’
hard-line policy on the Falkland Islands
and gleefully reported former French
President, Nickolas Sarkosy, as offering
to assist ‘both sides’ (i.e. the UK and
Argentina but not the Falklands) to
come to dialogue, when Sarkosy visited
Buenos Aires at the end of August;
Sarkosy is standing again for the
French Presidency in 2017. Whether
that relects Sarkosy’s real views on the
issue or was a line of least response is
a matter for conjecture, just as whether
the Pope really intended to allow his
long-held personal views on Argentina’s
sovereignty claim to become public (see
our website report) is also questionable.
Happily, the Vatican has always made it
clear that it would not wish to intervene.

UN Decolonisation Committee

MLAs Rendell and Summers
at the United Nations Special
Committee on Decolonisation

Member of Legislative Assembly
Phyl Rendell (above) takes a look
at this year’s visit to the United
Nations in New York
s in previous years, two Members
of the Legislative Assembly
(MLAs) attended the meeting of the
United Nations Special Committee on
Decolonisation, known as the C24.
The open session on the Falkland
Islands was held on June 25 this
year at the UN headquarters in
New York. MLA Mike Summers
and myself attended, together with
young Islanders, Tiphanie May and
Farrah Peck. Prior to New York we
visited Washington to brief Members
of Congress, senior staffers and
Think Tanks about developments
in the Islands and seeking support
for Falkland Islanders’ right to selfdetermination. Although the US
Government maintains its stance
of strict neutrality, there is strong
support in Washington for the
Falklands’ message.
The C24 committee was
established in 1961 by the UN
General Assembly with the purpose
of monitoring the implementation of
the declaration on decolonisation.
Seventeen so-called non-selfgoverning territories (NSGTs) remain
on the list, including the Falkland
Islands. The Committee comprises
29 member states and the territorial
claims over both Gibraltar and the
Falkland Islands are acknowledged
by the Committee. The Committee
Chair is currently Xavier Lasso
Mendoza from Ecuador.
Administering countries including
the United Kingdom (UK), France
and the United States do not actively
support the work of the Committee
and do not take their seats at
meetings, but send observers.
It would seem that the work of the
Committee is somewhat moribund
now that only small territories, apart
from Western Sahara, remain on
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the list of NSGTs for decolonisation.
Most of the British Overseas
Territories, like the Falkland Islands,
have no wish to become independent
due to their size and need for
administering country support.
The Falkland Islands Government
(FIG) sends MLAs to the annual
C24 meeting in New York in order
to counter the rhetoric from the
Argentine side over their claim to
the Islands. A large delegation
from the Government of Argentina
attends each year, with this year
being no exception; it was headed by
Foreign Minister Hector Timerman,
accompanied by Daniel Filmus, Head
of the Malvinas Department, and two
petitioners from Argentina.
The Committee routinely supports
a motion calling for bilateral
negotiations between Argentina and
the United Kingdom on the issue
of sovereignty over the Falkland
Islands. Because of this, it is
absolutely necessary for us to make
a robust defence of the Falkland
Islanders’ views to counter the
Argentine claim.
Islanders’ right to selfdetermination and their wish to
remain a British Overseas Territory,
conirmed in an internationally
recognised Referendum held in
March 2013, needs to be put on the
record at the UN. Furthermore, the
presentations made by MLAs are
covered globally by the press and go
viral on social media, spreading the
message that Islanders demand the
right to self- determination and to be
represented at any discussions about
the future of the Islands.
This year MLAs Summers and
myself made strong cases for why
the Falkland Islands should no longer

be classiied as a colony due to the
progress made in the Islands in the
last thirty years both constitutionally
and economically. The Islands’
Constitution was updated in 2008
and conirms the right to selfdetermination for Islanders as well
as the right to responsibly exploit the
natural resources within the Islands’
conservation zone. (This includes
the ishery and hydrocarbons). I
described the progress with each
industry and rigorously outlined the
deliberate hindrance and aggressive
steps being taken by the Argentines
to prevent these industries
functioning.
MLA Summers spelled out the
untruths being constantly quoted
by the Argentine delegation on the
historical claim to the Islands and
the failings of the committee year
on year to look after the rights of the
NSGT’s as it is tasked to do. Yet
again an invitation was extended to
the Committee to send a mission
to visit the Falkland Islands to see
for themselves what progress has
been made. The Chair subsequently
suggested it should only be to
Buenos Aires and London! This
perhaps says it all about the value of
the Committee in doing its work.
Noticeably this year very few C24
Members attended this session,
or spoke to the motion, other than
South and Central Americans
supporting Argentina. Of the 25
non-south American Members of
the Committee, only China, Syria,
St Vincent, Indonesia, Tunisia and
Sierra Leone spoke, with the latter
presenting a strongly supportive
statement of Falkland Islanders’
rights.

Mike Rendell, Tiphanie May, MLAs Rendell and Summers and Farrah Peck
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South Atlantic Medal awarded on Liberation Day

His Excellency the Governor presents the South Atlantic medal (insert)
to MLA Ian Hansen
Picture Nigel Leach

Liberation Day and a
medal for the people
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Top: The crowd begins to gather at
the 1982 Memorial
Above: Members of the Parachute
Regiment march through Stanley
Left: Major Pete Biggs of the
Falkland Islands Defence Force
heads a detachment from HMS
Lancaster

Wreaths are laid at the memorial
by Falklands veterans
t the Town Hall on June 14
A
following the services at Christ
Church Cathedral and the 1982
Liberation Monument, an historic
moment was recorded as the people
of the Falkland Islands were oficially
presented with the South Atlantic
medal.
His Excellency the Governor Colin
Roberts was on hand to present the
medal on behalf of Her Majesty the
Queen but it was Defence Secretary
Michael Fallon who addressed the
people with a recorded message.
He apologised for not attending
in person to, “present a brave and
loyal people with the South Atlantic
Medal.”
He said the Falklands war
remained one of the deining conlicts
in modern British life. “Whenever
we look back we are reminded that
if it had not been for the numerous
individual acts of courage and the
efforts of the Falkland Islanders
themselves in supporting the task
force, in guiding the convoys and
steering the tractors and Land
Rovers across hostile terrain, despite
black-outs and land mines and the
fear of constant attack, we would not
have secured that hard-won victory.”
He reminded Islanders that
Margaret Thatcher had famously
said: “The spirit of the South Atlantic
was the spirit of Britain at her best.”
Mr Fallon said, “in remaining true
to your motto ‘Desire the Right’ and
in displaying courage above and
beyond the call of duty, you remain
the best of British and an inspiration
to all of us, wherever we are in the
world.”
The Defence Secretary said he
looked forward to visiting shortly to
offer congratulations face to face and
see the medal proudly on display.
Governor Roberts said the
award carried the recognition and
admiration for all that the people
of the Islands had endured and
achieved and he hoped it was, “a
further source of pride for the future
for this extraordinary community.”

Falkland Islands Government reception

MLA Jan Cheek and Hugo Swire MP

Mark Lancaster MP and Caroline Dinenage MP

Bright future for the Islands
he Falkland Islands have,
T
“a bright future, not without
challenges, or harassment or
bullying, but the Islanders will face
them with the same strength, tenacity
and resolve that helped them through
the conlict 33 years ago” said Hugo
Swire MP, Minister of State at the
Foreign and Commonwealth Ofice
during his address at the at the
annual Falkland Islands Government
Reception at Lincoln’s Inn in London.
The reception was attended by UK
Ministers, Members of Parliament,
UK and Falkland Islands Government
oficials, diplomats and friends and
supporters of the Falkland Islands.
At this annual event, the Falkland
Islands Government celebrates and
thanks all those who support the
Islanders’ right to self-determination
to chose their future and develop the
Islands’ resources.
This year Legislative Assembly
Member Jan Cheek attended and
introduced the Minister.
Minister Swire said he believed
the future of the Islands was a bright
one, but sadly Argentina continued
its programme of bullying and
harassment.
“But, unfortunately for the Argentine
government, the same Falklands’
spirit that existed in 1982 exists
today. Bullying will result only in
a more determined, more deiant
community,” he said, adding, “the
British Government unequivocally
supports the Islanders’ right to
self-determination and their right to
develop their economy.”
Minister Swire said he had noted
the previous year how delighted he
was to have visited the Islands and
seen irst-hand the ambition and
drive of the community.
“Progress has continued apace
over the last twelve months. 44,000
tourists visited the Islands with nearly

100 cruise ships calling in.
“The ishing industry has enjoyed
another record year, landing over
353,000 tons of Illex squid –
testament to its efforts to conserve
and manage ish stocks.
“The fourth phase of de-mining
operations commenced in January and by the end of the year, we intend
to have fully cleared 25 mineields including Eliza Cove.”
He also noted that oil discoveries
had been made and that recent
announcements pointed to a very
positive future for the Falklands’
hydrocarbons industry - and indeed,
for the Falklands’ economy as a
whole.
Minister Swire said he was glad
to see awareness of the Islands
increasing and that he had personally
watched the BBC series ‘An Island
Parish’, which brought the realities of

day-to-day Falklands life into British
homes in a way not seen before.
“It showcased just how much
the Islands have to offer: beauty;
diversity; potential; and community
spirit.”
At the end of the evening the band
of the Irish Guards “Beat the Retreat”
and Mark Lancaster MP, as Minister
for Defence Personnel and Veterans
and as a Lieutenant-Colonel in the
Army Reserves, took the salute with
MLA Jan Cheek.
Mr Lancaster was accompanied
throughout by his wife, Caroline
Dinenage MP, who was appointed
Parliamentary Under-Secretary of
State for Women, Equalities and
Family Justice in the Ministry of
Justice and the Department for
Education in the Conservative
Government.

The band of the Irish Guards beat the retreat -

Pictures P Pepper
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Landing Day and VE Day Commemorations

Commander British Forces South Atlantic Islands Commodore Darren Bone lays a wreath at the memorial

Landing Day service
More than 100 members of the
community, including the children
from the Mount Pleasant School
attended the annual Landing Day
service at San Carlos on May 21.
Left: Bugler from A Company The
Riles
Right: 1982 veteran Martyn Elsow
pays his respect to the fallen
Pictures MPC Photo Section

We fought for peace and justice
n May 8, the 70th
O
anniversary of Victory
in Europe Day was marked

VE Day
commemorated
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with events across the
UK and extending to the
Falklands.
The Royal British Legion
Falkland Islands branch
organised an impressive
bonire which was lit by His
Excellency the Governor
Colin Roberts and CBFSAI
Commodore Darren Bone
to coincide with similar
beacons across Britain.
The well-attended event
on Surf Bay to the east of
Stanley also included a
tribute to the fallen and an
act of rededication.
Left: The beacon creates
impressive light and heat
Inset:
CBFSAI and HE light the
ire
Pictures MPC Photo Sect.

A military retrospective

3,000 reasons to be in the Falklands
‘For those of you wondering why you
are here, there are 3000 reasons
you are in the Falkland Islands – the
Falkland Islanders – their right to selfdetermination, it really is as simple as
that’.
Thus began my opening pitch every
Tuesday afternoon in the Phoenix
Cinema as I welcomed the latest batch
of military personnel deployed to Mount
Pleasant. This simple, compelling
drumbeat shaped the UK’s response
to events in 1982 and continues to
crystallise UK policy in the South Atlantic
today, countering Argentine rhetoric
notable for its stridency, energy and
volume, but also its propensity never
to let the facts get in the way of a good
story.
But in its focus on ‘people, not rocks’,
this ‘3000 reasons’ mantra also captures
what is really special about a tour in
the Falkland Islands. Needless to say,
serving as ‘CBFSAI’ provided one of the
professional highlights of my career, with
its combination of a potent, joint ‘train
set’ of capabilities, the responsibility
of safeguarding the way of life of
one’s fellow citizens, and considerable
autonomy – after all, when you’re 8,000
miles from your boss, what is there not
to like?
Notwithstanding this professional
perspective however, it will be the fond
personal memories of the community
spirit, pace of life, warmth and hospitality
of the Falkland Islanders that made it a
truly unique and unforgettable experience
for both Gillian and I. So it is this personal
aspect that I would like to relect upon in
this short article.
I assumed command on 29 March
2013 – my birthday, and on this very irst
day had my baptism of Island culture –
the Goose Green Agricultural Show (my
irst of 3 as it transpired). As I wandered
and wondered in equal measure amidst
this quintessentially Falklands setting,
little did I realise quite how much I would
learn about sheep over the succeeding
couple of years.
Notwithstanding my anonymity at
the time, I was given a genuinely warm
welcome by all whom I met, and at the
prize giving witnessed the good-natured
but nonetheless ‘edgy’ competitiveness –
clearly, for Hew Grierson of Blue Beach
and Paul Phillips of Hope Cottage,
winning wasn’t everything – it was the
only thing. I was later to leave my own
mark (literally) on the local livestock,
when learning to shear sheep under the
expert (and amused) eye of Ted and
Sheila Jones at Head of the Bay Farm
– I think it safe to say that I won’t be
competing any time soon (or indeed ever)
in the annual shearing competitions in the
FIDF Hall!
In May, Gillian disembarked at Mount
Pleasant, none the worse for the 18-hour
’Airbridge Experience’. Like me, she was
determined to make the most of our tour.
A nurse, she was fortunate to get a job at
KEMH in Stanley where she thoroughly
enjoyed the experience, especially the
opportunity to get to know so many of the
Islanders.
We had both set ourselves the aim of

Air Commodore Russ La Forte
Commander British Forces South
Atlantic Islands,
March 2013 to April 2015 takes a look
at his time in the Falklands
returning from the Falklands knowing how
to do something that we couldn’t do when
we arrived. Gillian soon immersed herself
in the local spinning and weaving guild,
taking lessons from the wonderful Bonnie
Greenland at Darwin and was soon
turning her hand to producing scarves
and pashminas in abundance (providing
some special Falkland Islands Christmas
presents), and even participating in the
Stanley Craft Fair. Quite how long it will
take her to work through the numerous
leeces that returned to the UK with us
remains to be seen!
After many years of sporadic and
largely ineffectual attempts to learn the
guitar, I had set myself the target of
learning the instrument to a suficient
standard to play (or at least bluff) in a
local band before my tour end. I duly
joined the MPC Music Club and after
countless hours torturing the strings (and
Gillian’s ears), eventually graduated to
band status after about a year. There
then ensued a number of gigs with
‘Top Cover’; our South Atlantic Tour
encompassed many pubs and bars at
Mount Pleasant, Stanley and even in
‘Camp’ Whether playing in the ‘Vic’,
at the Poppy Ball, ’Falklands 250’ at
the Racecourse, or in the community
hall at Goose Green, audiences were
remarkably enthusiastic – but thankfully
not too discerning! At certain venues
we also discovered an insatiable local
appetite for ‘both kinds of music’ - country
and western – necessitating the hasty
addition of a few Johnny Cash numbers
to the set. Our inal gig was the privilege
of playing for ‘one night only’ at the San
Carlos wedding of Matthew McMullen
and Andi Neate, an unforgettable
experience.
Available space, and the patience of
readers, prevents a full recount of all our
experiences …, but a few highlights come
to mind. Early in our tour, Gillian and I
had the rare privilege of visiting South
Georgia on HMS Richmond returning on
the RFA Black Rover.

We sailed into Cumberland Bay
beneath Mount Paget and the
Nordenskoljd Glacier, under blue skies
and blessed with calm water – a jawdroppingly beautiful backdrop that will live
with us forever. The small community at
Grytviken of course made us extremely
welcome, a reminder that a tour in
the South Atlantic is not just about the
Falklands.
Determined to meet as many of ‘the
3000’ that we could, we travelled as
widely as we could across East Falkland,
as well as a memorable ive-day road trip
of West Falkland which covered 1,000
miles and 18 farms/settlements from Port
Stephens in the south to Dunbar in the
north, from Dunnose Head in the west
to Fox Bay and Port Howard in the east.
What an adventure! Unsurprisingly, local
hospitality on West Falkland matched
that on the East (they do say that ‘West is
Best’ though ….).
Whilst a pleasure, this could also be
a challenge, if only to our constitutions,
especially as you tuck into your sixth
delicious ‘smoko’ of the day! Visits to the
outlying islands provided more memories
in abundance.
Away from ‘Camp’ the urban delights
of Stanley provided ample opportunity for
local engagement, with countless events,
both formal and informal – from walks
at Gypsy Cove and Cape Pembroke to
formal receptions in Government House.
Commemorations of 1982 are perhaps
synonymous with the Islands, but also
of especial note were two unrelated
to that particular stage in the history
of the Islands – irstly, the ceremony
at Saunders Island to mark the 250th
Anniversary of the irst British landings –
simple yet highly signiicant.
In addition, the Battle Day Centenary in
December 2014 was a pitch-perfect blend
of remembrance and reconciliation, made
all the more special by the presence
of the descendants of the British and
German admirals of 1914.
To conclude on a serious note, there
can be absolutely no doubt about
the UK’s unswerving commitment to
defending the right of the Falkland
Islanders to self-determination. Indeed,
the announcement by the Secretary of
State in March this year regarding the
outcome of the Force Posture Review in
the Falkland Islands not only reafirms
this but also repostures the MOD for
the long haul in the South Atlantic,
including investment in infrastructure
and the upgrading/return of operational
capabilities. To paraphrase the
Defence Secretary’s introduction to his
statement to the House in March, the
greatest responsibility of Defence is the
safeguarding of the way of life of ones’
fellow citizens.
I can therefore think of no better climax
to my 37 years of service than to have
served as CBF in the South Atlantic,
a privilege that has been rewarding,
fascinating and challenging in equal
measure; but above all, thanks to the
3,000 reasons we were there.
It has been great fun, and both Gillian
and I leave with heavy hearts.
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Mount Pleasant 30th anniversary

Picture Donald Morrison

Protecting and providing a
link with the outside world
n the middle of May, it was the 30th
IMount
anniversary of the opening of the
Pleasant airport and slightly
longer since the logistical miracle of
Mare Harbour port becoming operational so the construction of the runway could take place.
Both Mare Harbour as the main
port for supplies from the UK for both
military and civilian commmunites and
the airport as the link to the outside
world have become fundamentally important in the economic development
of the Islands.
“The Falklands airport emerges
from rock and peatbog,” said The
Times in its May 11 edition, the day
before the oficial opening of Mount
Pleasant Airport in 1985.
Two years before that Defence Minister of the time Michael Heseltine announced in the House of Commons on
June 27, that the decision had been
taken to construct the airport at Mount
Pleasant instead of Stanley, because
even allowing for the cost of the road
between the airport and Stanley it
would be less expensive. The original
decision to build an airport in the Falklands had been made in June 1982 in
the aftermath of the Falklands war.
The contract was for works to the
value of £190 million, not including
the cost of the road which comprised
a separate MoD contract for communications and navigational aids, making a total of £215 million.
Details of the new British Government Defence budget released on
July 6, 1983 announced an allowance
of £624 million for the defence of the
Falklands and territories. This was in
addition to the price of the new airport
and represented four per cent of Britain’s projected total defence budget.
(Now, the cost of the military presence in the Falkland Islands is less
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than one per cent of the UK’s defence
budget).
Penguin News reported in March
1984 that work by PSA Ltd (design
and planning) and LMA Ltd (the building) was progressing well and there
was conidence that a basic runway
would be operational by April 1985.
In November 1984 Penguin News
reporter Rob McBride travelled to
MPA and was told by PSA’s Regional
Director that progress was good considering the only materials available
to them locally was stone and water;
everything else had to be shipped
from the UK.
By this stage a quarter of a million
tons of supplies had been hauled
across the decks of the Merchant
Providence berthed at East Cove and
the new jetty head.
The speed at which the runway and
complex grew was partly due to a shift
system that kept LMA workers busy
around the clock. An ordinary labourer
could expect to take home a tax-free
£10,000 in his pay packet at the end

HRH Prince Andrew
declares the airport
oficially open in 1985.
Sir Rex and Lady Hunt to
the right

of a year with £155 bonus on top of
that.
On May 12 HRH Prince Andrew who
was already in the Islands as a Royal
Naval Oficer performed the opening
ceremony unveiling a commemorative plaque in the main hangar and
received a relief map of the Islands
crafted in silver.
In his speech the Prince described
the 2,590 metre runway and hangar
as, “imaginative and meticulously
planned with the heroic efforts and
dedication of a British workforce.”
The sense of security that the Mount
Pleasant complex and runway offered
then to the people of the Falklands
has not diminished today. It is a valuable link with the UK and represents
a huge commitment from the British
Government.
The complex and its occupants contribute in various ways to the economy of the Islands, as well as offering
much-appreciated leisure opportunities including access to the cinema
and bowling alley.

De-mining programme

Mine clearance continues
ineields cleared by BACTEC
M
International’s de-miners are,
“cleared to a higher quality than the
areas that are outside the fences,”
was the reassuring message from
Project Manager Julius Unsing as
the 2014/2015 programme drew to a
close at the end of April.
Bactec International is contracted
by the Foreign and Commonwealth
Ofice to conduct the mine clearance
on Phase 4 of the current mineield
project in the Falklands. The team
of 70 (including 63 Zimbabwean deminers) are expected to return to the
Islands again in September.
During this most recent phase they
have predominantly worked on 11
mineields along the MPA road and
completed nine of those. The tenth
is in the ‘battle area clearance stage’
and the eleventh will, “likely be mostly
inished but there are a couple of areas at the inal end which means we
will need to put it into suspension,”
said Mr Unsing.
Speaking of the operation itself, he
said it began with a detailed analysis
of all the mineield records and information. This followed up by a ground
reconnaissance to check that the information is correct. A site implementation plan is submitted and agreed

which provides a starting point for
clearance. This can involve a combination of mechanical or manual access, said Mr Unsing.
The former involves the use of lail
machines which have a series of hammers connected on the ends of chains
which strike the ground very hard to
explode the mines, he explained.
They might also use a Micro Mine
Wolf with a tiller attachment which
tills the grounds with a series of chisels and achieves the same result, but
is used on different ground conditions.
Mr Unsing said: “Once that is done
there is a manual follow up to prove
that this processed ground is free
from mine threat and exploit any evidence we may have found. Once a
number of mines in their row or rows
have been discovered, the mechanical machines are used to create safe
access lanes adjacent to or between
the rows to allow the de-miners to
manually excavate the short distance
out to the mines, which then saves
time and effort.”
Once identiied, mines are left in
place until recorded with an individual
number. The mines are most often
made safe and moved, usually to Pony’s Pass Quarry where they are destroyed by burning. Those that cannot
be moved will be destroyed in situ or
moved the shortest distance possible
to a stockpile and then destroyed by
demolitions.
A new and valuable asset in the
team’s tool-box is a drone with a video
camera. This is used to overly likely

mined areas to look for end-of-row
markers or other markers, such as
red or yellow painted stones, or mines
laid on the surface. We have already
been successful in locating a mine
dump area where mines were placed
before being laid. One site had about
250 mines in it.
This is used to overly likely mined
areas, “and the evidence we are looking for is end of row markers; or other
markers such as red or yellow painted
stones or piles of stones and mines
themselves where they have been
surface laid. This has already proved
successful with a mines dump area
identiied which was in an area where
mines were located before being laid.
Mr Unsung commented that the
use of the drone had saved at least a
week’s work.

Above: An Argentine mines dump
Below: Michael Madziva points to
mines. Far left: Bactec machinery
in action. Below left:Shame Mapulanga defusing a mine
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Who We Are
Established as a public company in 1986,
Seaﬁsh (Falklands) Ltd enables over 260
Falkland Islanders to own a stake in the
Islands ﬁshery and wider economy.
Squid and ﬁnﬁsh quotas are ﬁshed
through two joint venture companies,
FIBOW and Nova Seaﬁsh.
Using a combination of owned and
chartered stern trawlers, the catch
is then sold predominantly into Southern
and Eastern Europe. The company also
has interests in the illex squid, ray and
toothﬁsh ﬁsheries.
In addition to ﬁshing, Seaﬁsh has
diversiﬁed its interests into retail
and commercial property leasing.
Seaﬁsh Chandlery provides the islands
with a modern feel supermarket, as
well as provisioning the local food
service sector, shipping, oil
& military markets.
Goodwin Oﬀshore own and lease out a
range of commercial property in Stanley.
Work has recently commenced on their
3 acre industrial estate at Gordon Lines
to provide workshops and warehousing
to a growing service sector.
For more information contact our
General Manager Hamish Wylie
or visit our website.

P O Box 1, Stanley , Falkland Islands, FIQQ 1ZZ
Tel: +500 -22341 Fax: +500-22340
info@seaﬁsh.co.fk www.seaﬁsh.co.fk
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Oil

Update on
hydrocarbon
exploration
ollowing success at their
F
Zebedee prospect (April 2),
Premier Oil announced an oil
discovery at their second well of
the campaign, Isobel Deep (May
28). Both wells showed similar
waxy crude to the Sea Lion oil.
Wireline logs were not acquired
from Isobel Deep, although the
presence of oil-bearing sands
is very encouraging. Isobel
operations have been suspended
prior to further drilling and appraisal
plans are being decided. Premier
holds two additional drilling slots for
later in this campaign.
Premier handed over the Eirik
Raude to Noble Energy Falklands
Ltd. on the 8th of June 2015.
Noble hold 35% of the licence
area PL012, along with partners
Falkland Oil and Gas Ltd. (52.5%)
and Edison International (12.5%).
Humpback-1 is currently being
drilled in the Falkland Plateau
Basin and encountering some
challenging winter weather after
spudding on 13th June. The deep
water (1267m water depth) well
is targeting a multiple stacked
fan reservoir complex, with an
expected total well depth of 5350m.
Noble have submitted documents

for an anticipated well in the North
Falkland Basin in PL001 since they
farmed-in to the Argos acreage.
Argos Resources farmed out
100% of their PL001 licence in the
North Falklands basin to Noble
Energy Falklands Ltd (NEFL)
(75%) and Edison International
(25%). NEFL and Edison will
fund all future exploration and
production activity at no cost to
Argos, who will retain a 5% royalty
on any commercial production if
successful. The planned Rhea
well requires a full Environmental
Impact Statement which was out for
public consultation for 42 days. FIG
is assessing the full array of drilling
submissions for approvals.
Platform supply vessel (PSV)
Paciic Legend left the Falklands
in early June, and was replaced by
Far Scotsman. She joins the Paciic
Leader and Fastnet Sentinel,
respective PSV and emergency
response vessels for the Eirik
Raude.
A Local Content Board and
Register has been developed
by FIG in conjunction with oil
companies and local partners.
Among the core principles behind
this development is retaining value
locally, to help grow the Falklands
economy and promote long term
beneits. The scheme encourages
competition and joint ventures,
opening up fair and transparent
opportunities for local businesses
to provide goods and services.
Dept of Mineral Resources

Director of Mineral Resources Stephen
Luxton and ocean rig Eirik Raude with
supply ship

Responsibilities of
the Department of
Mineral Resources
he Department of Mineral
T
Resources is the FIG regulatory
body charged with oversight of the
offshore oil and gas industry and
any onshore mining or mineral
exploration that may take place. Core
responsibilities include the role of
licensing authority, offshore health
and safety enforcement, and offshore
environmental approvals.
The primary focus at the present
time is exploration for offshore oil
and gas through the award of various
Production Licences within the
Falkland Islands Designated Area.
The Designated Area is the area
declared under Proclamation No. 1 of
1991, and follows the outline of the
ishery conservation zones declared
around the Falklands in the 1980s.
The Department follows a model of
procuring specialist external advice
from a variety of subject matter
experts in geoscience, offshore
safety, licensing, environmental
regulation, and such other matters as
may be required.
To facilitate this advice, DMR has
long term contractual arrangements
in place with established international
bodies.
As a self-governing British
Overseas Territory, law in the
Falkland Islands largely resembles
UK controlling legislation in many
areas. For offshore oil and gas
regulation, this means the Falkland
Islands implements its own legislation
mirroring much of the equivalent in
the UK North Sea, widely regarded
as being among the highest
standards worldwide.

Bristow provides air services to
the rig operation
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Falkland Islands Tours & Travel Ltd
Your local Transport & Logistics company

Support the Falklands by supporting a small, locally owned
and operated business.

We ofer a range of services including:
Guided Group Tours

Vehicle Hire - from 4x4’s ....

Airport Transfers - Shuttle bus & Private

.......to 53 seater coaches

Contact Details
Tel +5
775
Mobile + 5 5 775
E-mail:
admin@itt.co.k Freight Delivery

Oilield Logistics Support

Website: www.falklandtravel.com
Discover the Falkland Islands whether you have a desire for
adventure or wish to engulf the beautiful natural scenery,
unpolluted environment, battle history, culture and an
The longest established tour
operator in the Falklands

abundance of wildlife, the islands will provide you with
a completely unique experience.

Tailor-made itineraries
Wildlife, Walking, Photography, Fishing, Battleﬁeld and General Interest.
Individual and group travel
Internal ﬂights, transfers, accommodation, guided tours and excursions.
Offering a wealth of local knowledge of the Falkland Islands along with a personal, professional and
friendly service, every step of the journey.
For more information E: info@falklandislandsholidays.com
Photographs by Allan White and Joe Lange
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T: (00500) 22622 - F: (00500) 22623 - W: falklandislandsholidays.com

Conservation

Above: Falkland Conservation’s Conservation Manager Andy Stanworth
heads down to count Southern Rockhopper Penguins at Fanning Head.
Left: Volunteer Brad Robson counting Gentoo Penguin chicks at Bull Roads

Seabird populations monitored
he Falkland Islands support
T
seabird populations that are of
global importance in terms of both
numbers and conservation status.
An estimated 72 per cent of the
global population of Black-browed
Albatross breeds in the Islands
(475,500 to 535,000 breeding
pairs), which are also home to the
majority of the world’s population
of Southern Rockhopper Penguin
(319,000 breeding pairs), Gentoo
Penguin (132,000 breeding pairs)
and Southern Giant Petrel (19,800
breeding pairs). In conservation
terms, the Southern Rockhopper
Penguin is currently classiied as
‘Vulnerable’ (IUCN Redlist), due to
large population decreases over the
last century. Whilst the Black-browed
albatross has recently made positive
moves away from ‘Endangered’ to
‘Near Threatened’, it shares this
status with the Gentoo Penguin which
unfortunately slipped from ‘Least
Concern’ in the early 1990s. The
Southern Giant Petrel was downlisted from ‘Vulnerable’ to ‘Least
Concern’ in 2009.
The changing fortunes of these
important Falkland Islands species
demonstrates how critical it is to
monitor such populations, and,
given the proportions of the global
populations in the Islands, it is easy
to understand how further changes in
local populations could readily impact
their global conservation status,
just as they have before. Monitoring
a range of species with differing
ecologies has added beneits as
they also serve as indicators of other

potential changes, such as in other
Falkland Islands seabird populations
or in oceanographic conditions.
Falklands Conservation initiated the
Falkland Islands Seabird Monitoring
Programme (FISMP) in 1989/90.
Its initial purpose was to monitor
the diet and population dynamics
of Gentoo and Magellanic Penguin,
Southern Rockhopper penguin,
and Black-browed Albatross. Diet
sampling was discontinued in 2003.
Since then, population monitoring
has continued on an almost annual
basis. Currently the FISMP monitors
breeding population trends and
breeding success in Gentoo Penguin,
Southern Rockhopper Penguin, King
Penguin, Black-browed Albatross,
Southern Giant Petrel and Imperial
Shag. Data is collected by Falklands
Conservation staff, volunteers and
landowners. The monitoring sites
cover anywhere between 0.5 per
cent (Black-browed Albatross) and
18 per cent (Gentoo) of the total
Falklands’ populations.
In 2014/2015 total estimated
numbers of Gentoo breeding pairs
at monitored sites increased on
the previous season and despite
some luctuations there is currently
no indication of any change in the
increasing population trend. Northeast colonies notably continued
to reach new highs for breeding
pair counts. Average estimated
breeding success rose to take it just
above the annual average. The total
breeding pair estimate of Southern
Rockhopper Penguin for current
monitoring sites reached a new high.

Estimated breeding populations at
individual sites were considered
generally to be stable/ increasing,
with some regional variation. The
estimate of average breeding
success was higher than in recent
seasons and well above the annual
average.
Estimated numbers of pre-ledged
King Penguin chicks rose to a new
high (754) for the Volunteer Green
colony, continuing a strong positive
trend.
Indications from the monitoring
sites at Steeple Jason were of stable
numbers at the largest breeding
colony of Black-browed Albatross.
This was mirrored in the count data
provided for Penguin Point South,
Dunbar. Breeding success at Steeple
Jason was the highest on record.
There is still an apparent steady
upward trend in the Steeple Jason
population of Southern Giant Petrel,
though a general downward trend
in estimated breeding success also
seems apparent. At Bleaker Island,
chick counts give good indication that
breeding pairs are stable/increasing
at this site.
Currently the FISMP monitoring
sites are providing positive
indications of stable or increasing
populations of those species
surveyed
A Stanworth
The full report for the 2014/15
season is available from the
Falklands Conservation website http://www.falklandsconservation.
com/projects/seabirds
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Museum

Historic Dockyard Museum
becomes centre of attention
t comes as a bit of a surprise to recall
IDockyard
that it is only a year since the historic
Museum opened and has
so quickly become a focal point and
highly admired part of the town.
In its short existence, the popular
facility has been short-listed for a Museum and Heritage Award for Excellence 2015. Although the Dockyard
Museum did not proceed further, the
Falklands were represented at the
ceremony in the Historic Staterooms
of 8 Northumberland Avenue, where
more than 300 sector professionals
gathered on April 29. “We couldn’t
really aspire to go any further in the
competition, but were incredibly honoured to simply be mentioned in the
same breath as these incredible organisations,” said Museum manager
Leona Roberts. “It is a wonderful reward for all our staff and supporters,
for all the people who put such a huge
amount of effort into creating this. I
hope that the whole community can
join in celebrating this acknowledgement of their heritage – it is, after all,

their museum.”
The shift of premises from Britannia
House was no easy task despite the
considerable level of support given by
local businesses at every stage of the
project.
The Reclus Antarctic refuge hut had
to be dismantled for the fourth time
in its life and reassembled exactly as
before, even down to the pin-ups on
the wall. Other large items such as the
Charles Cooper windlass, naval gun
barrels and the Panhard armoured
car had to be moved to the new site
and over 4,000 smaller exhibit items
had to be listed and carefully packed
into 700 boxes for transportation, before being unpacked with equal care
and positioned in their new home.
Along with inding a new way of displaying old exhibits, there was also
the challenge to use the available extra space for something new.
One result of this was Steve Massam’s magniicent diorama on the
irst loor of the Central Store building,
which will soon be topped off with an

albatross in light over the heads of
visitors.
Also new, and also the result of
many hours of work, is the largescreen audio-visual presentation
which tells the story of the 1982 Argentine invasion and our subsequent
liberation, as seen by those who were
children at the time.
This is the cleverly edited and
condensed version of many long interviews and it is hoped that a book
based on these will be available for
sale in the museum next year, along
with a DVD.
During the last tourist season, more
than 11,000 cruise ship passengers
have visited the museum, despite
some of the ships still directing them
to the old location.
While this doubles the previous
years’ percentage of ship-carried visitors to Stanley, it is still only about 28
per cent of the total and more promotional work remains to be done both
locally and internationally.

Traditional Falklands horse gear on display as well as more regal displays make a visit to the Museum a must
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The Dockyard is transformed into an aesthetically pleasing and visitor friendly site
More pleasing, perhaps, than the plans to ind somewhere to exhibit some day the dockyard will provide a
increase in tourist visitors to the mu- more military hardware from 1982 and venue for public art, not in the shape
seum has been the response of lo- also to display some large items, like of even more monuments recording
cal residents. In the irst six months the nose of the Phantom which used death and suffering, but celebrations
of opening some 300 people and to stand outside the Mount Pleasant of other aspects of our community’s
families obtained museum member- Terminal, the Governor’s red taxi and remarkable progress. She thinks to
ship, at least half of them becoming some other vehicles which have been have something like the shepherd and
life-members. Already some families offered.
his lock statue in Punta Arenas would
have started visiting regularly and the
While some of these projects were be good. This might seem like one
response of all of them has been very dependent on decisions on the use of dream too far, but given the drive and
positive.
the rest of the Dockyard, it was some energy she has displayed in getting
In addition to events arranged by the relief in June that Executive Council the new museum established, I would
museum itself, like Santa’s grotto and allocated the remainder of the land for not be surprised to ind her ordering
the special exhibition commemorating civic, cultural and community use with a large block of stone from the quarry
the battles of Coronel and the Falk- the Museum and Falklands Conser- and buying a hammer and chisel, if no
lands, there are signs that a growing vation to develop it.
one else comes forward.
number of residents and businesses
Mrs Roberts’ particular dream is that
J Fowler/S Jaffray
are beginning to see the museum as
a suitable venue to hire for special
occasions and the irst wedding has
been hosted as well as a number of
evening receptions.
During the winter, work has continued to develop the dockyard site,
where the re-creations of the Government Printing Ofice, the R/T shack,
the Telephone Exchange and the traditional wash-house are already well
under way.
Following this will come the Boat
House and after that Mrs Roberts has Natural history beautifully displayed

Fox Bay Post Ofice gets a massive face-lift
H
istorical researcher and well known postal historian
Stefan Heitjz along with Hugh Osborne spent a fruitful
summer at Fox Bay where they have restored the old Post
Ofice to its former glory.
Mr Heitjz said that, as far as he was aware, the building at
around 100 years old, was the oldest remaining Post Ofice
in the Islands.
Seven weeks of long days allowed the two men to transform the rather tired house into a burst of colour at the entrance of Fox Bay Village. The house was built in about
1918 for the wireless operator/Postmaster, and George
Hurst is the irst known Postmaster.
The house was in Government ownership until 1988 and
was owned by several families until Mr Heitjz purchased it
in 2013. Displays in the recently set up museum include
what is known about the history of the house; the history of
the Fox Bay Post Ofice including an article written by the
Fox Bay Postmaster between 1909 and 1912; the history
of the postmarks used at Fox Bay from 1899 to the present
day and a display of old letters from Fox Bay.

Above: the Post
Ofice now and
(inset) prior
to starting the
project
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Antarctic memorial

Bishop Nigel Stock and Reverend David Roper dedicate the memorial in the Historic Dockyard in Stanley;
BAMT Chairman Roderick Rhys-Jones to right of memorial; Above right: The northern sculpture

Antarctic monument

tanley’s historic link as the
S
gateway for British Antarctic
exploration was acknowledged in

February with the dedication of the
southern component of a unique
memorial to the 28 men and one
woman of the British Antarctic Survey
(BAS) and before that the Falkland
Islands Dependencies Survey (FIDS)
who have perished in the Antarctic
since the establishment by the British
Government of the irst permanent
research base there in 1944.
The monument is made up of two
parts, separated by 8,000 miles.
Roderick Rhys-Jones, chairman of
the British Antarctic Monument Trust
(BAMT), said the northern part of the
sculpture which has been erected
in the grounds of the Scott Polar
Research Institute in Cambridge,
consists of two columns of British
oak so carved and positioned as to
surround an extended elliptical shape
between them.
The southern monument
represents that shape in stainless
steel, as if the wooden northern part
had been its mould. 3.25m high and
350mm at its widest point, the mirrorpolished metallic needle inclines to
the south and particularly towards the
Narrows of Stanley Harbour through
which those who lost their lives would
have departed for Antarctica.
It is so set that each day the
shadow of the sculpture passes
one by one over the names of
those killed in Antarctica, which are
engraved on the base. The mirror
inish relects the water and clouds
around the historic Dockyard Point
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on which it is situated representing
both the human intrusion into the
environment and the need for study
and understanding.
The British Antarctic Monument
Trust believe that Oliver Barrett’s

Picture Nick Bonner

design relects the environmental and
scientiic link between Britain and
Antarctica, but also recognises the
emotional and physical separation
experienced by explorers and their
families.
The two-part sculpture was
designed by the distinguished
sculptor Oliver Barratt who has
been responsible for a number
of public sculptures including the
Everest Memorial to those killed
on the mountain. The plinth was
designed by Graeme Wilson. The
stainless steel needle and the
bronze plinth were made by the art
foundry Pangolin Editions, Chalford,
Gloucestershire using advanced 3D
printing to create the precision for the
maps and lettering on the plinth.
In addition to the separated
sculpture, BAMT have also placed
a memorial plaque in the crypt of St
Paul’s cathedral in London.
Many Falkland Islanders have
worked in the Antarctic for British
Antarctic Survey, and its predecessor
the Falkland Islands Dependencies
Survey, since Britain’s irst set up a
permanent base at Port Lockroy in
1944.
There is to be a replacement
monument shipped to the Islands
in 2016 as a result of early signs of
corrosion on the current stainless
steel needle.
Steve Maule, director of Pangolin,
said that the company has never
experienced such severe corrosion in
a stainless steel sculpture and will be
carrying out extensive testing before
the new monument is cast.

An Island Parish

The making of ‘An Island Parish’
ince a irst series ilmed in the
S
Isles of Scilly in 2007 ‘An Island
Parish’ has established itself as
a popular factual documentary
programme on BBC2 and gathered a
loyal UK viewing audience in excess
of 2 million people. Each of the
series since has offered a uniquely
entertaining and gently-inspiring
insight into the life of island parish
communities, with a focus on the
life and work of church ministers
involved.
What a thrill it was then to learn
that the BBC was keen to attempt
its irst Island Parish series away
from the UK, down in the challenging
setting of the South Atlantic. Given
the sense of responsibility we felt as
we accepted the invitation to make
these programmes, and the likely
demands on our time and privacy,
it was reassuring to receive the
support and encouragement of FIG,
the Cathedral Council and of other
church ministers.
From our initial meetings with each
of the four different cameramen/
directors we worked with, we
quickly knew ourselves to be in the
hands of talented and competent
people - and that we were going to
have fun making the programmes.
They astounded us by the speed at
which they and their long-suffering
assistants got a feel for the Falkland
Islands, made contacts with key
people, and began sketching out a
story line with us for each of the six
programmes of the irst series.
However, as someone who is used
to appearing and speaking in public,
I was at irst disconcerted to ind
myself feeling rather tongue-tied and
uncomfortable in front of the camera.
It took time for me to relax and gain
conidence. By way of comparison,
Jen seemed to be a natural as she
waxed eloquent on earwigs whilst
being ilmed in our polytunnel and
as she demonstrated her jam-tart
making in the Deanery kitchen.
There was also, for me, the
constant concern that the Islands
should be presented as fully and as
accurately as possible. So I did my
best to listen carefully to all that the
director was suggesting or advising
(or occasionally requesting) - and
then to respond in my own particular
natural way, so as not to sound
awkward or contrived.
At all times I attempted to be as
honest as possible, to relect what I
understood to be the general view
about certain somewhat sensitive
topics, and to be as light-hearted as
opportunity permitted. And just for

Behind the scenes
with Richard and
Jen Hines
the record, the incident in the FIRS
studios when the CD I tried to play
on Simply Classical failed to work
and I had to run to the Deanery for
more music, really did happen. The
only part which demanded a second
take was the inal breathless corner
back into the studio – because the
cameraman had not been able to
keep up with me!
Thus it was that we settled
down and easily relaxed in front of
the camera, whether at home or
elsewhere. And once we saw the
irst rough edits from London of the

episodes we’d ilmed, both Jen and I
were encouraged and excited about
the way it was all turning out. The
real conirmation that things were
going well was when the executive
producer in London returned from
showing the BBC the irst three
episodes with the good news that a
second series (six more 30- minute
episodes) had been commissioned.
We must all have been doing
something right.
Indeed we had. It was clear to
us at a key press preview held in
London in December 2014 that the
‘Falklands’ factor’ would ensure the
success of both series. The stories
that have been told thus far, the
stunning visual presentations of such
remote and beautiful places, and
the sympathetic account of moving
and amusing personal exploits, now
expertly recorded for posterity, mean
that ‘An Island Parish: Falklands’
is projecting a fresh, accurate and
attractive image of life in the Islands.
No wonder that e-mails, Facebook
comments, and even people
who recognise us in the shops of
Aberdeen, are as one in declaring
the irst series a success. At last, a
professionally-produced and widelydistributed full-length presentation of
post-1982 Falkland Islands for all to
appreciate and applaud!
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Sport

Picture J Nicholson

Hockey champions
debut on Chile ice
ince the team had never played
S
a game on ice, it was with some
scepticism that many observed the
Falklands Ice Hockey team’s departure to take part in the Copa Invernada in Punta Arenas, Chile from
July 2 to 5.
Falkland Islanders, still basking
in the excitement of Island Games
medals winging their way back from
Jersey, watched in amazement as
the Stanley Penguins going from
strength to strength played their
way to a victorious inale against the
Dragones of Rio Grande, Argentina.
With a population of less than
3,000 the Falklands is recognised as
the smallest community on record
to have a national hockey team ,
particularly one without an ice rink
(or any rink). This was a massive
achievement for the team and the
culmination of a dream for Grant
Budd who made the decision to get
a team together some ive months
earlier.
The only way to prepare was to
take up in-line skating and there is
now quite a following of skaters in
Stanley. Grant himself has extensive
past experience having competed at
UK national level as both a junior and
senior player.
Joining him and leading the team
on this occasion was Ryan Bahl from
California who has been playing ice
hockey since he was ive years old
and at a professional level since
2009. He has now played in ive continents (Antarctica to go) and more
than 13 countries. Grant said he was

very grateful for Ryan’s commitment
to the team.
Other team members were Grant’s
son Malachi, Antoine Daille, Alejandro Traba (guest player covering
Martyn Barlow), Jonathon Nicholson
(tournament top goal scorer) and Ruben Torres Diaz (covering for Melvyn
Clifton) in goal
The Penguins made their debut
and set the tone on Thursday with
an 8-2 win over Santiago Yetis. The
team followed that up with 14-3 and
6-3 victories over Kotaix and the
Dragones, in the next two days, earning themselves a place in the inal.
On Sunday, the Falkland Islands
met with the Rio Grande Dragones from Argentina for the second
straight day.
The team once again allowed three
goals to their 3-on-3 rivals at the
other end of the rink, but their nine
goals was what it took to grab the victory and the tournament championship. The last goal of the competition
was scored by Jonathan Nicholson
(KEMH Pathology Manager), who
after tricking the Dragones goalie,
pulled his stick back between his own
legs and ired the puck backwards
into the net. Jonathan had to settle
for sharing the top goal scorer trophy
with fellow Falklands representative
Ryan Bahl. It was suggested by a
fellow player, that if there was silverware for biggest show off, Jon would
have won it too.
It is hoped the Falklands team will
return to Chile for one more chance
at playing on the ice later this year.

Jay rides to
podium inish at
Welsh Enduro
ith a brand new 2016 KTM 250
W
XC, 4 stroke motorcycle, Jay
Moffatt posted his best ever result
at the Welsh Two Day International
Enduro, taking third in the expert E1
class and winning the Best Overseas
Rider award.
The event held in Llandrindod
Wells on June 25 and 26 attracted
more than ive hundred riders from
around the world, making it Britain’s
largest enduro event.
Day one started overcast and dry
with a tense line focused on fuel
stops, service stops, special tests,
timings, all of which had to be synchronised into two 130 mile laps of
some of the most trying and arduous
terrain the Welsh countryside can
offer.
While there were a few dramatic
moments for Jay throughout the day,
the greatest was a collision with a
felled tree which left him struggling to
stick with the machine as it jumped
sideways then pitched north and
south.
Overnight rain dampened the dust
for day two and Jay tweaked the bike
suspension to better suit the forest
trails.
He avoided any run-in with trees
during the forest sections and while
his father Jimmy reported that he did
not attack the special tests as he had
on the irst day, he did enough to give
him a podium inish.
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Island Games

Medal winners David Peck, Mark Lewis and Graham Didlick

Medals for Falklands
The award of three silver medals
and two bronze was the highly
respectable achievement of Team
Falklands at the NatWest Island
Games held in Jersey between June
28 and July 3.
The Falklands sent the largest
team ever, a complement of 58
athletes including 24 who had never
attended an overseas games before.
Medals, new Falklands’ records and
personal bests characterised a very
exciting week.
Mid-week, shooters Graham Didlick
and David Peck won silver in the
Police Pistol 1, narrowly missing out
on gold by one point (both shooters
had a good day contributing to the
ine team performance with only
three points between them) and
Ken Aldridge and Gareth Goodwin
deservedly won a bronze medal in
the Queens pairs competition later
in the week. Archer Mark Lewis
won silver in the Recurve Head-toHead Knockout and at one point in
that exciting inal he and his Jersey
adversary were locked on ive ends
apiece, the tie-break situation won
by the Jersey competitor on the inal
arrow.
Also in archery PBs were achieved
by Jo Lazo (6th place in the Single

Badminton and football teams
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FITA Women’s Recurve), Steven
Cartwright, Michelle King and
Mark Lewis in the Recurve Archery
competition. On Tuesday, taking
the top two men’s scores and the
top ladies’ score, the Archery team
inished a brilliant ifth overall in the
FITA team event.
Later the Archery team beat the
higher-seeded Shetlands in the
Team Knockout, but then had the
misfortune of drawing Guernsey in
the next round. Despite taking an
early lead against the top-seeded
team, Guernsey ran out winners.
At the clay target shooting range
in Lecq, the team comprising Saul
Pitaluga, Axel Reid, Steve Dent,
Gary Clement and Shaun Jaffray
shot consistently in what they would
deem to be their secondary events
in the irst half of the week. Axel
had a good shoot in the ABT and
was breathing down veteran of 11
Island Games, Saul Pitaluga’s neck,
showing he has a bright future for
Island games to come. Gary, Steve
and Shaun had personal bests for a
total of 118 near the end of the week
and Axel and Shaun also performed
well in the Universal Trap inishing
well up the rankings.
Jeremy Poncet and Michael Goss

shot in the 3 Position rile competition
of standing, kneeling and prone to
start their campaign, and although
admitting to not being too fond of the
format, proceeded to shoot better
scores than they had ever done
previously. They climbed up the
rankings in their preferred 50m prone
rile, shooting consistently good
scores. Nevin and Murray Middleton
also shot well in their disciplines,
10m Air Pistol and 50m Free Pistol.
The pistol pair of David and
Graham shot well after their silver
medal winning exertions, with
Graham having two 4th place inishes
in the Police Pistol 2 and Service
Pistol B. The irst PB of the games
went to Sarah Clarke who shot 329 in
the 10m Air Pistol on the irst day.
Caroline Drew, Teslyn Barkman
and Tim Drew competed in the half
marathon, and testing conditions and
a dificult course did not lend itself
to quick times. However Caroline
inished just half a minute outside the
Falklands’ record and Tim inished in
a creditable eighth position in a very
strong men’s ield.
Tim Drew inished off proceedings
on the inal day with a gutsy
performance on what was his irst
competitive race on the track.

Island Games

Top shooters Gareth Goodwin and Ken Aldridge

at the Island Games
Keeping pace with the leaders in
the early stages, the race was blown
apart by a runner from Bermuda
who had run as part of the American
collegiate system. Tim kept his pace
going and eventually inished in
34:05.44, beating Hugh Marsden’s
18-year-old Falklands record by 23
seconds.
PBs were also recorded in the
swimming pool by Daniel Clarke,
Emily Barker and Sophie Pompert
Robertson. Daniel and Emily
achieved new Falklands records
in their events, the 50m and 100m
backstroke respectively, with Emily
beating a record that had stood for
nine years, while Daniel beat Evan
Jones’ 15-year-old record. The
swimmers claimed more Falklands
records on the inal two days in the
pool, with Emily Barker and Daniel
Clarke setting markers in the 50m
and 100m backstroke. Daniel
claimed two further personal bests,
his third and fourth of the meet and
Jessica Whalley-King and Sophie
Pompert-Robertson secured massive
personal bests in their races also.
The badminton team had a very
dificult irst day on paper and the
reality didn’t offer much respite,
when a very strong Jersey team,
(the eventual gold medallists) and
Greenland team defeated them 5-0 in
the group stages.
The second day was to be a very
different story, however, with Doug
Clark winning three singles matches
and Anastasia Markina winning two,
to put the team on the front foot in
each of the three team matches they
played that day.
Narrowly losing 3-2 to Isle of Wight
and then 4-1 to Orkney they came
up against Ynys Mon in the 12th/13th
positional play-off. Doug and

Anastasia winning again provided
the platform, which despite losing
the men’s doubles, Louise Williams
and Cheryl March gladly accepted to
climb to victory.
The individual rounds commenced
on the fourth day of competition with
some dificult draws proving too hard
to overcome. On the second day of
the individual competition there was
greater success, with Doug Clark and
Allan Steen winning their opening
round singles matches and Anastasia
and Louise winning their doubles. All
would go on to lose in the next round
to tough opposition.
After getting to know the courses
over a couple of practice rounds the
golf team could not have had tougher
conditions to start their tournament.
The La Moye course on the West of
the island sits high on the coast, a
former European Tour Course, and
with a stiff breeze and temperatures
of 32 degrees to contend with,
low scoring was dificult. Steady
progress was made by all, with
scores ranging from 89 to 96 on the
dificult course.
Kevin Clapp and Troyd Bowles
would go on to post much better
scores on day two when the

Golfers Troyd, Kevin, Eugene and
Ian

tournament moved to The Royal
Jersey course. Kevin bettered his
opening round by 15 shots moving
him well up the rankings. In the team
competition, the Falklands eventually
achieved a silver certiicate.
The football team who along
with many other of the athletes
had to contend with late arrivals in
Jersey, opened their account with
an initial ine win against Hitra. In
the game that manager Georgie
Elbakidze targeted for a result
before the competition started, the
Falklands came from behind with
goals from Shupi Chipunza and Rafa
Sotomayor.
In many ways their performance
against Isle of Wight was even
more impressive in defeat, as
they took the game to their much
larger opponents, (in build and in
population), and created a number
of opportunities to score in a terriic
second half. However after a 5-0
loss against Shetland in the inal
group game, the Falklands inished a
magniicent third in their group to set
up a play-off against Western Isles.
The football team inished off with
a stirring second-half display against
Western Isles to eventually inish
12th of the 16 competing islands.
Watching a young team come of
age as the competition progressed
gave hope that the team could go on
to even greater success at the next
Games.
The Falklands gave a strong
showing of their sporting abilities
during the week and represented
the Islands with gusto. The team
was well supported by large band of
followers at all the venues and all will
leave counting the days till the next
gathering in Gotland, for the 17th
Island Games.
C Eynon/PNews
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People

New Director
of Emergency
Services
ndrew Almond-Bell has been apA
pointed as the new Director of
Emergency Services and Island Security.
Mr Almond-Bell will succeed Barry
Marsden who left the Islands earlier
this year.
Mr Almond-Bell said he was looking
forward to, “getting down to overseeing the development of policies for all
aspects of work carried out in relation
to all of the directorate’s activities that
comply with legislation, good practice
and regulatory requirements, and to
ensure that procedures and systems
are in place together with staff training
to support these.”
Mr Almond-Bell has more than 35
years experience in the ields of Operational Health and Safety and Major
Incident Planning and Implementation.
That experience spans operations
in a range of continents and countries,
across a number of sectors including
the hydrocarbons industry.
Falkland Islands Government Chief
Executive, Keith Padgett, commented: “This is a key appointment for
FIG and we are all pleased to have
someone with Mr Almond-Bell’s background joining the team. His great enthusiasm for the Islands and his keenness to be part of this community will
stand him in good stead for the important programme of work he will have
ahead of him.”
Mr Almond-Bell is a keen clay pigeon shooter, and has been known to
organise the odd airshow or two in his
spare time.
He will be joined by his wife, Julie,
who is an accomplished Registered
Nurse Manager with more than 35
years’ experience in a range of settings, including the NHS and the private sector.
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New JPs Eva Jaffray, Emily Hancox, Krysteen Ormond and Rob
Granger with Chief Justice Mr Simon Bryan QC (centre)

JPs and Chief Justice
imon Bryan has been appointed
S
Chief Justice of the Falkland
Islands, South Georgia and the
South Sandwich Islands, the British
Antarctic Territory and the British
Indian Ocean Territory.
“I am proud to take up the position
of Chief Justice and very much look
forward to carrying out my role and
taking an active part in the life of
the Falkland Islands over the years
ahead.”
The role is a non-residential
position as judge of the Supreme
Court of the Falkland Islands and
includes two visits each year to the
South Atlantic islands.
Mr Bryan studied law at Magdalene
College in Cambridge and graduated
in 1987 with a double-irst class

honours degree in law, before joining
Lincoln’s Inn in London as a barrister.
He was appointed a Queen’s
Counsel (QC) in 2006, a Recorder
of the Crown Court in 2009 and a
Deputy High Court Judge in 2013.
HE the Governor Colin Roberts
said he was pleased to have such
a distinguished lawyer and judge
to take on the role of Chief Justice
of the Falkland Islands. He said:
“This will help ensure the Courts in
the Falkland Islands are ready to
deal with challenges in the future
development of the country.”
Also joining the judiciary are four
new Justices of the Peace, Eva
Jaffray, Emily Hancox, Krysteen
Ormond and Rob Granger, all of
whom live in Stanley.

John is new
Policy Head
ohn Shea has taken up the post
J
of new Head of Policy within the
Falkland Islands Government.
Mr Shea comes to the Islands
from the United States, where he
has served as President and Chief
Executive Oficer of the SinoAmerican Business Consortium,
LLC. Prior to his work with SABC,
Mr Shea spent over 20 years
undertaking various roles with
the New England Governor’s
Conference Inc, covering issues
such as conservation, the
environment, energy and policymaking.
Chief Executive of the Falkland
Islands Government, Keith Padgett,

welcomed the appointment: “The
Policy Unit holds a key role within
the Falkland Islands Government,
with a diverse range of projects
and responsibilities. I look forward
to working with John and the
Policy Unit as they undertake this
incredibly important work.”

Education hero
real hero in the hearts of Camp
A
Education children is 1982 veteran, Andy Trish, who over the last two
years has enhanced their education
tools beyond their wildest dreams.
A successful businessman who
supplies schools with IT equipment,
Mr Trish who served on HMS Hermes
said if even one of the children remembered his contribution as an
important part in their education he
would be happy.
He has strong links with the Belling Trust who donate IT equipment to
schools across the UK.
Deputy Head Teacher at the Infant
and Junior School Rebecca Robinson said Mr Trish made a request on
behalf of the Camp Schools last year
to fund 26 new laptops which they
agreed to do. He brought the laptops
down last February along with some
additional equipment he donated himself. It all went to Camp Education.
Ms Robinson said that when Mr
Trish went away last year he had
put in another bid for four interactive
TVs, one for each of the settlement
schools.
“The Belling Trust don’t usually fund
two projects for the same people, but
Andy persuaded them for us. We now
have four fantastic interactive TVs in
all the settlement schools in addition
to new webcams and Go Pro cameras
which were funded by Andy,” she said.
“We are really grateful for all of his
help and support, and it has been a
real honour and pleasure to have
been able to take him to all of the
Camp schools where he received
such a warm welcome from both the
children and community,” said Ms
Robinson, adding, “we really hope
that he retains the strong links he has
made with us.”
Accompanying Mr Trish on his
latest visit were not only two fellow
Hermes veterans, Andy Shaw and
Rob Hughes, but also a robot which
proved hugely popular with children
and adults alike as he made his way
around the settlements.
‘NAO’ (pronounced ‘now’) is a minihumanoid robot being adopted by
schools with only about 5,000 in existence.
Mr Trish said the robot was a simple little character to programme and
that even a ive-year old could create
a sequence of actions that NAO can
immediately perform before their very
eyes.
More advanced programming allows exploration and understanding
of computer language, worklow and
tackling mechanical challenges.
Teachers can prime NAO with either
their own tailored lesson content material or use the extensive templates
and movement library included.
With Wi-Fi connectivity, multi-media
and sensory abilities including voice

Camp Education kids
herald 82 vet Andy a hero
and speech recognition, the opportunities are endless.
When Mr Trish left the Navy 11 years
ago, he set up his own IT company,
NCI Technologies which is based in
Cornwall and supplies businesses

and schools with IT equipment.
He started the company working
from his spare room and now employs
more than 30 people and has plans
for further expansion of the business.

Above: At a reception at Government House on April 16, head teachers
Karen Steen and Rebecca Robinson thanked Mr Trish for his contribution and continued interest in Camp Education. Fox Bay teacher Tracy
Forester presented him with a collage made up of a stitched square
made by every child and member of the department. L-R Callum Boyce,
HE the Governor Colin Roberts, Tracy Forester, Andy Trish, Paul Chapman (who arranged and funded the shipment of all the equipment on
all three occasions) Logan Dickson. Front: Alicia, Talia, Bekka, Kate and
George.
Below: Out visiting the settlement schools, Andy is given a lesson in
feeding pet lambs at North Arm
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First class fashion

slander Jo Igao has achieved a irst class BA Honours degree in Fashion Design, and
IFashion
(above), which were included in her university’s end of year show, were selected for the
Week show.

her
designs
prestigious Graduate

Jo, who is the daughter of Pauline and Noel Igao of Stanley, has been studying at University for the Creative Arts
in Rochester and specialises in menswear.
Her designs, shown at the Graduate Week Show, were also nominated for the Karen Millen Fashion Portfolio
award.
They were originally inspired by Jack Kerouac’s novel ‘On the Road’, in which Kerouac writes about his experiences with the mad characters he is so wildly drawn to. She says it celebrates the importance of personality; therefore
each outit is based on a characters from poets to musician.
Jo hopes to eventually obtain a job in fashion design and has moved to London to be in the right place to seek work
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Island memories and skills transfer

An Historical Scrapbook
of Stanley by John Smith
his book is a delight. John Smith has produced a
T
detailed guide and history of Stanley, in his words
“From Moody Brook to the Billy Rock”. And who better
than John to provide a step by step guide to the town
where he has lived for the past ifty years and more,
curating the Museum and writing several books on the
history of the town and on Falklands maritime history?
Not only has John a mastery of the historical facts, he
also has a drily humorous prose style which makes his
tour of the town a pleasure to read. Besides descriptions
of the various houses and other sites in Stanley, he
produces mini-essays on such subjects as cutting and
burning peat, the FIC jetty plus the boats to Montevideo
and the Globe Store. There is a brief description of the
model solar system which Rob Yssel constructed and
which has been much in my mind these last few days as
the New Horizon spacecraft approached Pluto (which
as I recall stood on the top of one of the Twin Sisters).
On ships and shipping John really comes into his own.
The various wrecks are described in detail, from the
Capricorn, Philomel and Jhelum at the western edge of
the harbour to the cluster of ships which found their last
berth on or around the Billy Rock in the east.
There are numerous fascinating pieces of information
from Captain (later Governor) Moore’s ‘Esquimaux’
cabin girl on his polar voyage to the account by assistant
surgeon Boggs of a sail and trek to Fitzroy in 1862.
John pays frequent tribute to essays by schoolchildren
on such subjects as the Golf Club and peat which were
prepared for the Alastair Cameron Memorial Trust
and printed in the Falkland Islands Journal over the
years. For my part, I wish this scrapbook had been
available when I was editing the Dictionary of Falklands
Biography.
The last third of the book is taken up with a detailed
timeline of Stanley’s history from the visit of the irst
steamship HMS Salamander, (which admittedly only
called at Port Louis) in 1843 to the referendum of 2013
and the death of Margaret Thatcher. Along with the
battle of 1914 there are numerous accounts of ships’

visits and the plentiful misadventures which seemed to
befall them.
The book is generously illustrated – my only comment
on the pictures is that many of them would bear enlarging.
A painting of the irst peat slip in 1878 is very detailed
and could well be enlarged to half a page, as could the
celebrated Daily Express group photograph of 1968 ‘a
picture not of a crowd, but a people’.
Any omissions? In the timeline two events (which I
confess happened on my watch) would I think be worth
a mention: the 150th anniversary celebrations for the
foundation of Stanley in 1995 and the visit, in the same
year, of Douglas Hurd, the irst Foreign Secretary to
come to the Islands and one with a personal link through
his father’s chairmanship of the FIC and of course his
Presidency of our Association.
All in all this is a book which should be in every Stanley
home and should be bought by anyone interested in the
Falkland Islands. John Smith is unnecessarily modest
about his work offering “merely glimpses of things which
are never likely to ind their way into history books.” On the
contrary, many of the details he produces are the very stuff
of history – the various stamps of the foreign consulates;
the passport “Colony of the Falkland Islands”; the gold
watch presented to Chris Andreasen – and so much more.
Buy it, read it, enjoy it.
David Tatham

Potter Bridget shares her skills
arly this year the potter Bridget Drakeford was invited to
E
visit the Falkland Islands as a “Quality of Life” scholar
under the Shackleton Scholarship Fund. Bridget, who lives
near Hereford, is a potter with an international reputation,
but she had a particular reason for wishing to visit the
Islands.
She is a member of the Lafone family which played a key
role in the early settlement of the Islands and gave their
name to Lafonia - indeed her middle name is Lafone.
Bridget’s visit was sponsored by the Falkland Islands
Museum and National Trust and by Jenny Luxton who is a
keen amateur potter. Her mission was
to give classes and hold workshops in
pottery for schoolchildren and interested
adults and also to commission the kiln
which had just been installed at the
new Museum in Stanley. The kiln had
originally been shipped to Stanley for the
opening of the new Community School in
1992, but never installed there.
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Social functions

May Ball
phelia Ellick looked stunning in
O
a shimmering pink gown with a
sparkling sequinned bodice as she
was crowned May Queen for 2015.
Fion Smith took the title of May
Princess and accepted her bouquet
and tiara with a broad smile.
Daniel Clarke was the popular
recipient of the Prince Charming title
with Ashley Reeves as runner up.
The lively evening raised almost
£3,000 for the general running costs
of the Scouts who organise the
annual event.
Dancing to music provided by Mel
Lloyd, all ages took part in a variety
of old-time and more modern dances.
The lessons provided by Lisa and
Lee Martin and Jeremy Clarke have
been very successful going by the
performance of the youngsters.
The May Ball has been a traditional
event for many years; the original
focus, Queen Victoria’s birthday or
Empire Day (May 24).
A family dance was held on the
following evening which was again
well attended and provided the young
people a chance to celebrate.

Above l-r: Event organiser David Ashbridge; Chileans in national dress; Singer songwriter Andi Neate

Music and culture at Government House
n June 10 some 70 guests and musicians were welcomed to
O
Government House by Acting Governor Sandra Tyler-Haywood
and MLA Dr Barry Elsby who has portfolio responsibility for culture.
MLA Elsby said it was hoped that further low-cost events would
be held to draw the multi-cultural population of the Falklands together and thanked Mrs Haywood for the generous hospitality afforded the inaugural event.
Chilean, St Helenian, Filipino and Falklands dishes were served
to the guests during a break in the music along with liquid refreshments.
David Ashbridge, who organised the music side of the evening
opened the entertainment with some favourites he is asked to play
regularly and was followed up by a lively Chilean group; Sharon
Jaffray and Dae Peck dug up some old Falklands songs while,
Glenda McLeod and Noel Igao performed songs from the Philippines; bringing the evening to a close was singer/songwriter, Falklands farmer and regular Glastonbury performer Andi Neate.
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Weddings
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Above: Pretty in white satin, Rogie
McLaren was married to Owen Lee
in a civil ceremony at Malvina House
Hotel on May 16. The couple were
joined in matrimony by Attorney General Peter Judge.
Right: Matthew McMullen and Andi
Neate were married at their East
Falklands farm, Kingsford Valley, on
April 4.The couple took their vows in
the old store building at San Carlos.
Guests were treated to an evening of
music with the newly-weds both performing before dancing to music by
Mel Lloyd and MPA band Top Cover
Picture Chris Locke
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Above: Fernanda Tapia and Matt
Jenkins were joined in matrimony by
Lewis Clifton at a civil ceremony at
Bittersweet on June 13. Fernanda
looked elegant in her white chiffon
gown purchased from Chile
Centre: Kimberley Steen and James
Greenland made history on April 11
when they married in the Old Smithy
at the Historic Dockyard Museum in
Stanley. This was the irst wedding
to be held in the Museum and, as
far as is known, the irst in the Old
Smithy which was built in 1843.
Picture S Cartwright

Picture Chris Locke
Long-term Stanley residents Dyola Henry and Merril Legg tied the knot with a civil ceremony at the FIDF Hall on May 31.
As is traditional in St Helena, family and friends enjoyed a dinner they had all prepared. At 7pm the crowd increased as the reception food was laid out and soon the hall was rocking to a mixture of music provided by Dave ‘Jockey’ Crowie which kept the crowd on
the go until the early hours of the morning.
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Obituary and announcements
tuart Alfred Booth was born
S
on August 12, 1920 in Widnes,
Lancashire, the sole child of Alfred
and Alice May Booth. He died in the
Falklands on February 4.
Educated locally in elementary school
and at the Wade Deacon Grammer
School, he trained as a teacher at
Chester College. By that time WWII
had broken out and he served as a
chemist in a chemical defence research
establishment for the duration. On
release he taught in various schools for
ive years. During that time in 1946 he
met and married Jessie Kay, a Hollerith
machine operator (an early form of
mechanical computing). He had great
interest in the natural sciences, lowers,
birds and wildlife. Most of his vacations
were spent in the mountains of the
British isles.
In 1951 he answered an advertisement
for a teaching post in the Falklands and
was accepted as a teacher in the Stanley
Senior School. The school leaving age
was fourteen, although there was a
continuation class for those pupils who
wished to continue for a further year.
In the following years a science course
was developed and in time a science
laboratory was built and equipped. There
was, of course little or no road transport

outside Stanley but expeditions to Kidney
Island on the government harbour launch
Alert were enjoyed by groups of senior
pupils.
Mr Booth and his wife once walked
along the Wickham Heights to Ajax Bay,
living mostly on pemmican and porridge.
In 1964 he was appointed headmaster
of the Stanley Schools. In 1968 the
age limit was raised to ifteen giving
the senior pupils the opportunity to
extend their education. With few job
opportunities available for girls at that
time, Mr Booth utilised the extra year
to initiate a commercial course; bookkeeping, shorthand and typing to RSA
standard with himself teaching bookkeeping and his wife teaching shorthand
and typing. The course proved very
successful and many pupils passed the

RSA examinations and found careers in
various ofices.
In 1970 the school was badly damaged
by ire, which meant that for several
months some classes had to be held at
44 Davis Street while the main building
was repaired. The frequent climbs up
and down Davis Street/John Street each
day were good for the wind if not for the
limbs.
Mr Booth retired in 1976 and then
had a varied life acting as a locum for
oficers on leave. Among other positions
he served as harbour master, customs
oficer and central store oficer. When
Madge Biggs retired he took over the
position of librarian and also found
himself almost overwhelmed with
requests from a number of farms and
small businesses in Stanley to deal with
their bookkeeping and accountancy. It
was not until he was 80 years old that he
retired for the second time from all the
further work he had taken on. In addition
to other responsibilities, he and his wife
Jessie were both active as JPs.
They spent their latter days at
Racecourse Cottage in Stanley, or birdwatching, walking and gardening. They
also made regular visits to Australia to
the family of the unoficially adopted
daughter, Joan Halliday. (The Dictionary
of Falklands Biography).

Births, marriages and deaths
Marriages
January 10 - Christopher John McCallum and Wanida Khamphao - Malvina House Hotel, Falkland Islands
April 4 - Matthew John McMullen and Andrea Fiona Neate - Old Store, San Carlos,
April 11 - James Andrew William Greenland and Kimberley Joanna Steen - The Old Smithy, Museum,
April 25 - Carol Rosina Cant and David Clive Wilkinson - The Waterfront Hotel
May 16 - Rogie Mclaren and Owen Henry Lee - Malvina House Hotel
May 30 - Dyola Marilyn Cynthia Henry and Merrill Paul Legg - The FIDF Hall
June 13 - Matthew David Anthony Jenkins and Maria Fernanda Tapia Tapia - Bittersweet,
July 18 - Justin Clive Richard East and Merlyn Sandueta Juancho - Malvina House Hotel
August 15 - Ashton Laura Cofre and Matthew James Eccles - Christchurch Cathedral
Births
January 20 - Rylee Jane to Lee Charles and Martha Jenny Molkenbuhr
January 24 - Delen Esme Berntsen to Lucas Delhi John Berntsen And Victoria Jane Lee
January 29 - Blake Christopher May to Shaun Christopher May And Tanya Louise Ford
February 6 - Lars Adrian Robert to Paul Smith and Sara Jayne Molkenbuhr-Smith
March 3 - Taylor Louise Poole to Ryan James Poole And Daniella Dawn Curtis
March 8 - Aaron George to Colin Owen and Joanne Elizabeth Summers
March 23 - Maxwell Lewis Quinto Vilchez to Luis Alberto Quinto Salluca And Maria Yhovana Vilchez Valverde
April 8 - Miaya Ann Thain to Craig John Thain and Kieran Louise Watt
May 8 - Kayden Hunter Faria to Sarah Louise Faria
May 25 - Marjorie Madeline Jean to Antony Michael and Louise Ellis
June 23 - Jessica Elizabeth to Paul Theodore Stevens And Lucy Mary Rose Ellen Doreen Stevens
June 24 - Mateo In͂aki Baigorri Butler to Guillermo In͂aki Baigorri and Joanne Rose Baigorri
July 17 - Ruby Alice Plato to Lucille Monique Constantine and Darren Richard Plato
August 13 - Elyse Kay Sim to Shanice Mccallum and Adrian Mark Sim
August 19 - Amanda Isabel to Roy Derek Mckay and Violeta Ester Mckay
Deaths
January 1 - Malvina Mary Blizard, age 84, Falkland Islands
February 4 - Stuart Alfred Booth, age 94, Falkland Islands
February 20 - Jessie Booth, age 99, Falkland Islands
February 21 - Burned Brian Peck, age 78, Falkland Islands
March 1 - Graham Brian France, age 81, Falkland Islands
April 1 - Hector Clark, age 80, Falkland Islands
Apri 13 - Yvonne Larsen, age 78, Falkland Islands
April 14 - Orlanda Betty Butler, age 73, Falkland Islands
Day unknown between April 25-29 - Alastair Gordon Biggs, age 63 Years, Falkland Islands
March 13 - Gustavo Carlos Antelo, age 53, Argentina
April 27 - Humberto Dario Durante Correa, age 54, Uruguay
May 20 - June Helen Marsh, age 83 Years, Falkland Islands
June 28 - Margaret Joan Stephenson, age 79, Falkland Islands
July 7 - Olga Coutts, age 82, Falkland Islands
August 5 - Mary Ann Faria, age 84, Falkland Islands
August 18 - Terence James Carey, age 90, Falkland Islands
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Association news

Association Hon.
Secretary awarded
Falkland Islands Honour
he award of the Queen’s
T
Certiicate and Badge of Honour
to Colin Wright, our Honorary
Secretary, was announced on
Falkland Day, August 14, 2015.
This honour, awarded by the
Governor on the advice of the
Executive Council of the Falkland
Islands Government, is to those ‘who
have, by their loyalty and meritorious
conduct, provided services of
exceptional beneit to the people of
the Falkland Islands.’
Colin Wright well deserves this
honour for his quiet, unassuming
but highly successful service over
10 years for the Falkland Islands
Association. He is wholeheartedly
committed to promoting the Falkland
Islanders’ right to self-determination
and helping to counter Argentine
propaganda in advancing its
illegitimate sovereignty claim to the
Islands. The principal tools for this
are the FIA Newsletter and website.
Colin has been punctilious in making
sure that both are well presented and
topical, relecting the political, social
and economic progress achieved
by the Falkland Islanders since
their liberation from illegal Argentine
occupation in 1982. He has also
helped to maintain a substantial
membership base in the UK and
overseas including a contact list of
inluential opinion-formers that would

The Badge of Honour has been
awarded in the Falkland Islands
only since 2010, although it
has been awarded, with HM the
Queen’s permission, for many
years in other British Overseas
Territories.
enable the Association to generate
a signiicant lobbying campaign if
ever there were to be a threat to the
Falkland Islands’ security or to the
Islanders’ democratic rights as British
citizens.
Colin Wright performs magniicently

Colin Wright (above), our
indefatigable Honorary Secretary,
is unfortunately not able to pen his
usual missive ‘From the Secretary’s
Desk’ since he has been bravely
battling a serious illness and at the
time of writing is in hospital. Paul
Martinez will undertake the Hon.
Sec. duties in the interim and can
be contacted in the usual way by
e-mail (honsecia@msn.com) or by
‘phone on 020 3764 0824.
as FIA Hon. Sec. in helping to ensure
that the Association runs eficiently
as an organisation in support of its
wider objectives. He combines his
FIA work with many other voluntary
activities, including prominent roles
in several charitable organisations,
but he has always said that the work
of the Association is dearest to his
heart.

Award presentation
to Colin Wright
olin was presented with his award at a small but moving
C
ceremony at his home in Shrewsbury on Monday, 31 August,
attended by his wife and daughter, and the vicar of St George’s
church who has ministered to him during his long illness.
In his typically modest way, Colin said that the award was as
much an acknowledgement of the importance of the work of the
Association as it was a tribute to his own contribution to it. But he
was clearly very proud to have been so honoured - and we are
proud of him.
Left: Colin displays his award after the presentation by FIA
Chairman, Alan Huckle, on behalf of His Excellency the
Governor, Colin Roberts
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FIA information
Membership Application

The Falkland Islands Association
President: The Rt Hon The Lord Hurd, CH, CBE.
Vice Presidents: General Sir Peter de la Billiere, KCB,
KBE, DSO, MC, MSC, DL. Mr David Tatham CMG,
Hon Cindy Buxton, Mrs Merle Christie, Mr ECJ Clapp
MBE, Dr. R Elgood, Sir Cosmo Haskard, KCMG, MBE,
Mr C E Needham CBE, Councillor R E Walker.
Chairman: Mr Alan Huckle
Vice Chairman: Mr Saul Pitaluga
Hon Secretary: Mr Colin Wright
Hon Treasurer: Mr James Wallace
The Falkland Islands Association brings together those
who support the continuing freedom of the people of
the Falkland Islands. Its Constitution states that its
objectives are:
“To assist the people of the Falkland Islands to
decide their own future for themselves without being
subjected to pressure direct or indirect from any
quarter.”
The Association is independent but maintains close
links with many other Falklands’ organisations. It is
a major source of information about the Falklands. It
publishes a newsletter, which all members receive,
covering political and social events in the Islands,
wildlife, tourism, philately, and many other subjects.
It welcomes interest in the Falklands and invites all
those who share its aims to become members.

Advertising
The present circulation of the Newsletter is 4,000
copies. It is distributed to Members of the Association,
all Members of the House of Commons, the Scottish
Parliament and the Welsh Assembly, members of the
House of Lords, all British Members of the European
Parliament, and to the press, radio and television.
Many copies circulate in the United States, Australia,
New Zealand, Canada and other Commonwealth
and foreign countries. Seven hundred copies are
distributed in the Falkland Islands.

I would like to support the right of the people of
the Falkland Islands to decide their own future for
themselves and to help them develop their Islands in
accordance with their wishes.
I wish to join the Falkland Islands Association
(see rates below).
Name..................................................................................
Address...............................................................................
............................................................................................

Connection with Falklands, if any...................................
............................................................................................
Signature.............................................................................
Date................. Telephone .................................................

Please return to : Falkland Islands Association,
Falkland House, 14 Broadway, London SW1H OBH.
Applicants who do not wish to cut this form from
a Newsletter are invited to use a photocopy of it.
Members are requested not to use this form for
membership renewals.
Bankers Order
To........................................................................................
Bank Branch.......................................................................
At........................................................................................
Please pay to National Westminster Bank Plc, St
James & Piccadilly Branch, 208 Piccadilly, London,
WJ1 9HE, Bank Code 56 00 29 for credit to : THE
FALKLAND ISLANDS ASSOCIATION, Account No.
24223999, the sum of .........pounds on receipt of
this order and thereafter annually on the anniversary
thereof.
Name..................................................................................
Address...............................................................................
............................................................................................
............................................................................................
Account....................Date...................................................

Signature............................................................................

Advertising rates as follows:

Membership rates: (Associate = student/pensioner)

Full page..................................................... £250
Half page......................................................£125
Quarter page................................................£65
Eighth page..................................................£35
Short insertions............................................£3 per line

Option A: membership with Newsletter posted to
address
Individual Member (UK)
Associate Member (UK)

£20
£15

Discounts for four insertions by negotiation. A special
concession is offered to Association members living
in the Falkland Islands, who own small shops and
businesses, to advertise in the Newsletter at half the
above rates.

Individual Member (Overseas)
Associate member (Overseas)

£25
£20

Corporate Member (unchanged)
(minimum)
Corporate Sponsor (unchanged)

£50

Dates for your diary
2015
Saturday 5, December
Battle Day and AGM in London

£500

Option B: membership without Newsletter which can
be viewed and downloaded from the FIA website.
Individual Member (UK)
Associate Member (UK)

£15
£10

Individual Member (Overseas)
Associate member (Overseas)

£15
£10

A photocopy is acceptable to save cutting your copy of
the Newsletter or forms can be downloaded from the
FIA website at www.iassociation.com
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